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Poison Oak 
(Rhus diversiloba) 

By LAWRENCE JENKINS and E. R. JACKMAN* 
Illustrations by Cathrine Davis Young 

Poison oak is found in most Oregon counties. It will not stand cultivation 
but thrives and spreads in old pastures, range lands, fence rows, and waste 
places . It ' has some value as a browse plant for livestock, especially goats and 
sheep, and is a source of good-qua lity honey. Its brilliantly colored fall foliage 
annually attracts, to their sorrow, a new group of children, city people, or new
comers, who gather it for house decoration . 

The shrub may grow from 3 to IO feet tall, erect, thick, and woody, like 
willow, or may grow as a vine and twine around trees. It.is able to reproduce 
by both seed and rootstocks. It often has aerial rootlets that adhere to the trunks 
of trees. Leaflets are from ½ inch to nearly 2 inches long, produced 3 in a 
group on a common stem. 

An old saying is, "Leaflets three, let it be." The Latin name for the plant, 
diversiloba, refers to a peculiarity perhaps not found in any other plant: many 
leaflets have two or three lobes on one side only. Occasionally these lobes occur 
on both sides , and the leaflets somewhat resemble an oak leaf. The surface 
of the leaf is conspicuously glossy and may have a blistered appearance. Flower 
groups are about l inch across, . greenish-white, in clusters, on a slender stem. 
Seeds are borne in berries about the size of currants, greenish-white, smooth 
but striped, and glossy. Th ey are in grapelike clusters . The entire plant con
tain s at all seasons an oily substance extremely poisonous to some persons, 
causing painful irritation of the skin that usually appears only several hours 
after contact. Human susceptibility varies from extreme susceptibility to near 
immunity. A few cases have been reported where the poison covered such large 
areas of the body that death resulted. This is rare, but doctors should be con
sulted in all extreme cases . To become poisoned, the skin must come into direct 
contact with this oil either by touching the plant or by touching someth ing that 
has touched it, such as clothing, gloves, livestock, or firewood. The smoke from 
poison-oak-wood fires often poisons persons who thought they were immune. 
It is likely that no one is completely immune to the poison. 

After exposure to poison oak the hands and arms should be washed thor
oughly with strong soap and hot water . The soap should contain an excess of 
lye. A solution of water and alcohol in equal proportions will dissolve the 
poison, but the solution must be used liberally. Numerous lotions for relieving 
the discomfort and curing poison oak burns are on the market. 

Control. Sodium chlorate, applied when the berries are mature, is effective 
in controlling poison oak on small areas. It should be mixed at the rate of 1½ 
pounds of sodium chlorat e per gallon of water, and the foliage, stems, and 
crown should be sprayed until the liquid is dripping from the leaves. Before 
sodium chlorate is used one should read the precautions in Extension Bulletin 
510. The jar or can method as described in Oregon Agricultural Experiment 
Station Circu lar of Information 197 is effective on small areas. For larger 
areas the foliage should be burned or cut and the land plowed and cultivated for 
a period, or planted to a crop that will permit frequent cultivation . Small 
patches can be grubbed out by hand if some person is available who is · immune 
to poisoning. It takes severa l grubbings to kill all of the roots. If the land 
cannot be plowed, probably the best course is to pasture the area rather severely 
with goats . 
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